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SRI - Business
ConversionCalculator 2.1
Figure it out
This is not just any calculator. It converts your information into seven units of
measurements. Translates between picas, points, yards, millimeters, yards, 
inches and more. There are hundreds of potential combinations.

Library Catalog 1.0
Bookworms
This program is perfect if you are in charge of a company library. Catalog 
reference books, periodicals, magazines and more.

Stock Tracker 2.0
Riding the bull
Record and monitor your stock sales and purchases with this excellent 
business program.

SRI - Children's
Basic Math 4.0
Squeak
Mr. Mouse is running late for school and he needs your help to get there on 
time. He moves closer to school each time you answer an addition or 
subtraction problem correctly. 

GoldPusher 1.4
Eureka!
Move a pot of gold to the end of the rainbow in this colorful game. It’s not as 
easy as it sounds — obstacles and monsters impede your progress. Use iron 
balls, rocks, balloons, spades and other objects to move the pot past traps, 
pits and creatures.

Koji the Frog 2.0.3
Ribbit, ribbit, ribbit
Can you help Koji eat his lunch? He catches insects. Watch out for the snake, 
car and gopher - they are out to get you. 

Ultimate Addition Practice
Simple math
Teachers and parents can print out work sheets of addition problems with 



this handy program. Packed with customizable features, like adding pictures 
to your pages.

SRI - Desktop Publishing
Bright Ideas® Clip Art
a Software of the Month Club® exclusive!
This month’s clip art collection contains 15 color and black-and-white 
images, including a candle, an eagle and a mermaid. 

Bright Ideas® Clip Art
a Software of the Month Club® exclusive!
This month’s clip art collection contains 15 color and black-and-white 
images, including a car, a heart and a grasshopper. 

EyePoppers
Repeating patterns
Use this collection of colorful patterns as desktop patterns or Web page 
backgrounds. The patterns are seamless, so you don’t see individual blocks 
when used as backgrounds.

SRI - Education
Archaeology HTB
Read about archaeological sites like the Valley of the Kings and 
archaeologists like Sir Henry Rawlinson. 

Philosophy HyperTextBook 4
Learn about philosophy
This is a thorough reference for philosophy students. Learn about the great 
philosophers, including Plato, Nietzsche and Rousseau. Review their ideas 
and their impact. Extensive references to philosophers and philosophy. 

RubikSolver 1.1
Colored cubes
Solve Rubik’s Cube with this simulation game. Packed with features, 
including Rotate, Scramble, Solve, Zoom, Save Patterns and Solutions, Print 
and more. This is a fun program for those who never figured out how to solve
Rubik’s Cube.

Sociology HTB 4
Social references
This is an excellent reference for sociology concepts. Great for high school 



and college reports. The stack gives descriptions of everything from 
Apartheid to Zoning. Other topics include Birth Rate, Discrimination, 
Homelessness and Social Darwinism. 

SRI - Games
Air Puck 1.3
Full of hot air 
Slam the puck into your opponent's goal in this amazing rendition of the 
popular air hockey game. Can you beat your computer opponent? Confuse 
your opponent by using sharp angles. 

Escape! 2.1 
Can you survive? 
Try to stay alive in this simple strategy game. Collect gems, weapons and 
mines scattered throughout mazes. Can you clear each level without being 
destroyed by the

Star Chaos 1.4 
Out of this world 
Fight your way through wave after wave of aliens in this Galaxian-style 
arcade game. Collect crystals for more points, lives and to skip levels. 

Swoop v1.0.1
Those swooping aliens are on the loose again and it's up to you and your 
George Pal Class
Fighter to stop them once and for all. This version has enhanced graphics 
and more features. 

 


